Delta Computer Systems releases new Overview Video

Battle Ground, WA – Delta Computer Systems, Inc. is pleased to present a new video that provides an introduction to the company and an overview of its motion control products and support services. Produced by Delta’s Gan Li and with contributions from the entire team at Delta, the new video presents a short synopsis of the company’s history, and a summary of the features and benefits of Delta’s RMC family of industrial motion controllers. The video highlights many examples of the industries and applications where RMC Motion Controllers have been successfully applied over a period of several decades. Customer testimonials extol Delta’s worldwide technical support, the RMC Motion Controllers, and the power and ease-of-use that the RMCTools software delivers.

In a few minutes the video introduces both those unfamiliar with Delta, as well as long-time users, to the people and the values that create these best-in-class products. Both Delta CEO Steve Nylund and Delta President Peter Nachtwey are featured, discussing Delta’s philosophy and capabilities. We hope that you will enjoy this fresh look at Delta Computer Systems.

About Delta: For nearly 40 years, Delta has supplied industrial motion controllers that enable better performing machines. Delta’s RMC Motion Controllers are used for hydraulic, pneumatic and electric closed-loop control in a wide array of single and multi-axis control and testing applications. For more information contact Delta Computer Systems, Inc., at (360)254-8688, visit www.deltamotion.com, or email technicalsales@deltamotion.com.